
Department: Department of Mathematical Sciences

Examination paper for TMA4165 Differential Equations and Dynamical Systems

Examination date: Tuesday, 2nd of June, 2020.

Examination time: 9.00 a.m.– 1.00 p.m.

Permitted examination support material: all support materials are allowed

Academic contact during examination: Dr. Peter H.C. Pang
Phone: (to be filled in)

Technical support during examination: Orakel support services
Phone: 73 59 16 00

Other Information
If a question is unclear/vague make your own assumptions and specify in your an-

swer the premises you have made. Only contact academic contact in case of errors or
insufficiencies in the question set.

Saving: Answers written in Inspera are automatically saved every 15 seconds. If you
are working in another program remember to save your answer regularly.

Cheating/Plagiarism: The exam is an individual, independent work. Examination
aids are permitted. All submitted answers will be subject to plagiarism control. Read
more about cheating and plagiarism here.

Citations: Refer to point (ii) of Instructions below.

Notifications: If there is a need to send a message to the candidates during the
exam (e.g. if there is an error in the question set), this will be done by sending a
notification in Inspera. A dialogue box will appear. You can re-read the notification
by clicking the bell icon in the top right-hand corner of the screen. All candidates will
also receive an SMS to ensure that nobody misses out on important information. Please
keep your phone available during the exam.

Weighting: Answer one of four questions for full marks.

File upload: All files must be uploaded before the examination time expires. Thirty
minutes are added to the examination time to manage the sketches/calculations/files.
(The additional time is included in the remaining examination time shown in the top
left-hand corner.)

How to digitize your sketches/calculations
How to create PDF documents
Remove personal information from the file(s) you want to upload

About Submission

Your answer will be submitted automatically when the examination time
expires and the test closes, if you have answered at least one question. This
will happen even if you do not click Submit and return to dashboard on the last page
of the question set. You can reopen and edit your answer as long as the test is open. If
no questions are answered by the time the examination time expires, your answer will
not be submitted.
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https://innsida.ntnu.no/wiki/-/wiki/English/Orakel+Support+Services
https://innsida.ntnu.no/wiki/-/wiki/English/Cheating+on+exams
https://innsida.ntnu.no/wiki/-/wiki/English/Cheating+on+exams
https://innsida.ntnu.no/wiki/-/wiki/English/Home%20Exam%20with%20hand%20drawings
https://innsida.ntnu.no/wiki/-/wiki/English/How+to+create+PDF+documents
https://innsida.ntnu.no/wiki/-/wiki/English/How+to+remove+personal+information+from+documents+-+for+students
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Withdrawing from the exam: If you wish to submit a blank test/withdraw from
the exam, go to the menu in the top right-hand corner and click Submit blank. This
can not be undone, even if the test is still open.

Accessing your answer post-submission: You will find your answer in Archive
when the examination time has expired.



TMA4165 SPRING 2020: EXAMINATION

Instructions:

(i) Select one of the listed topics below and write an essay of 1,000 – 1,500 words,
not counting figures and equations.

(ii) Be sure to cite your sources: material pertaining to ideas discussed in the mod-
ule, or those more advanced, require citation; cite page/section/theorem/equation
numbers in-line and include a list of references at the end.

Example:
“The following calculation fills in some of the details of an argu-
ment sketched out in Example 3 of §3.10 of [3]:...,”

where, in the bibliography at the end, one may find the third reference listed as:
“[3] L. Perko. Differential Equations and Dynamical Systems.
Texts in Applied Mathematics 7. Springer Science+Business Me-
dia, New York, 2001. 3rd Edition.”

The exact formatting of your references is immaterial — the important thing
is that the source is clear. A good way to rephrase your source, while at the
same time showing understanding, may be to fill in intermediate calculations
and arguments not given. Plaigarism will result in immediate failure.

(iii) Do not submit attempts at more than one question — if you do, only the shortest
essay of your script will be marked.

(iv) If you are writing by hand, please make sure that your writing is legible.

Comments:

(i) Your essay will be assessed on its depth and breadth, and on the consistency,
continuity, and clarity of your mathematical arguments.

(ii) You are encouraged to write on your selected topic from as many of the perspec-
tives from which we have discussed dynamical systems in lectures as you feel are
applicable, in as much detail as possible, within length constraints. You should
attempt show that you have attained the official learning outcomes. Neverthe-
less you should not feel restricted by our discussions in lectures. A list of topics
discussed in lectures can be found on the course webpage:

https://wiki.math.ntnu.no/tma4165/2020v/course_info

and the official course description page:
https://www.ntnu.edu/studies/courses/TMA4165#tab=omEmnet.

(iii) This examination is marked on a pass/fail scale.
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